
“Fundamentals of Commercial Law”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
The American Legal System

Criminal V. Civil Wrongs

Contracts And The Law Of Sales

Topic : The American Legal System

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Identify Sources of law

 Comprehend the notion of American common law

 Learn about Federal law

 Identify the notion of State law

 Develop learning regarding Criminal law

 Understand Tort law

 Learn about Local law

Definition/Overview:

Law of the United States:The law of the United Stateswas originally largely derived from

the common law system of English law, which was in force at the time of the Revolutionary

War. However, the supreme law of the land is the United States Constitution and, under the

Constitution's Supremacy Clause, laws enacted by Congress and treaties to which the U.S. is

a party. These form the basis for federal laws under the federal constitution in the United

States, circumscribing the boundaries of the jurisdiction of federal law and the laws in the

fifty U.S. states and territories.

Key Points:

1. Sources of law

In the United States, the law is derived from four sources. These four sources are

constitutional law, administrative law, statutory law, and the common law (which includes
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case law). The most important source of law is the United States Constitution. All other law

falls under, and is subordinate to, that document. No law may contradict the Constitution. For

example, if Congress passes a statute that conflicts with the Constitution, the Supreme Court

may find that law unconstitutional, and invalidate said law. Notably, a statute does not

disappear automatically merely because it has been found unconstitutional; it must be deleted

by a subsequent statute. Many federal and state statutes have remained on the books for

decades after they were ruled to be unconstitutional. However, under the principle of stare

decisis, no sensible lower court will enforce an unconstitutional statute, and any court that

does so will be reversed by the Supreme Court. Also, certain practices traditionally allowed

under English common law were outlawed by the Constitution, such as bills of attainder and

general search warrants.

2. American common law

The United States and most Commonwealth countries are heirs to the common law legal

tradition of English law; for example, U.S. courts have inherited the principle of stare decisis.

English law was formally "received" into the United States in several ways. First, all U.S.

states except Louisianahave enacted "reception" statutes which generally state that the

common law of England(particularly judge-made law) is the law of the state to the extent that

it is not repugnant to domestic law or indigenous conditions. Some reception statutes impose

a specific cutoff date for reception, such as the date of a colony's founding, while others are

deliberately vague. Thus, contemporary U.S. courts often cite pre-Revolution cases when

discussing the evolution of an ancient judge-made common law principle into its modern

form, such as the heightened duty of care traditionally imposed upon common carriers.

Second, a small number of important British statutes in effect at the time of the Revolution

have been independently reenacted by U.S. states. Two examples that many lawyers will

recognize are the Statute of Frauds (still widely known in the U.S. by that name) and the

Statute of 13 Elizabeth (the ancestor of the Uniform Fraudulent Transfers Act). Such English

statutes are still regularly cited in contemporary American cases interpreting their modern

American descendants.

However, it is important to understand that despite the presence of reception statutes, much of

contemporary American common law has diverged significantly from British Commonwealth

common law. The reason is that although the courts of the various Commonwealth nations
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are often influenced by each other's rulings, American courts rarely follow post-Revolution

Commonwealth rulings unless there is no American ruling on point, the facts and law at issue

are nearly identical, and the reasoning is strongly persuasive.

Early on, American courts, even after the Revolution, often did cite contemporary English

cases. This was because appellate decisions from many American courts were not regularly

reported until the mid-19th century; lawyers and judges, as creatures of habit, used English

legal materials to fill the gap. But citations to English decisions gradually disappeared during

the 19th century as American courts developed their own principles to resolve the legal

problems of the American people. The number of published volumes of American reports

soared from eighteen in 1810 to over 8,000 by 1910. Today, in the words of Stanford law

professor Lawrence Friedman: "American cases rarely cite foreign materials. Courts

occasionally cite a British classic or two, a famous old case, or a nod to Blackstone; but

current British law almost never gets any mention."

Some adherents of originalism and strict constructionism such as Justice Antonin Scalia of

the United States Supreme Court argue that American courts should never look for guidance

to post-Revolution cases from legal systems outside of the United States, regardless of

whether the reasoning is persuasive, with the sole exception of cases interpreting

international treaties to which the United States is a signatory. This position follows

inevitably from the philosophy of originalism, which posits not only that the Constitution is

the ultimate source of judicial authority in the U.S., but that the only proper analysis of the

document consists of discerning the document's original meaning at the time of its adoption.

Therefore, discussion of British law that postdates the Constitution is irrelevant as it sheds no

light on the original meaning of the Constitution. Others, such as Justices Anthony Kennedy

and Stephen Breyer, disagree, and cite foreign law from time to time, where they believe it is

informative, persuasive, useful or helpful. However, foreign law has never been cited as

binding precedent, but merely as a reflection of the shared values of Anglo-American

civilization or even Western civilization in general.

3. Federal law

Federal law originates with the Constitution, which gives Congress the power to enact

statutes for certain limited purposes like regulating interstate commerce. Nearly all statutes

have been codified in the United States Code. Many statutes give executive branch agencies
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the power to create regulations, which are published in the Federal Register and codified into

the Code of Federal Regulations. Regulations generally also carry the force of law under the

Chevron doctrine. Many lawsuits turn on the meaning of a federal statute or regulation, and

judicial interpretations of such meaning carry legal force under the principle of stare decisis.

4. State law

The fifty American states are separate sovereigns with their own state constitutions and state

governments. They retain plenary power to make laws covering anything not preempted by

the federal Constitution, federal statutes, or international treaties ratified by the federal

Senate.

Nearly all states started with the same British common law base, with the notable exception

of Louisiana;Louisiana law has always been strongly influenced by the French Napoleonic

Code. The passage of time has resulted in enormous diversity in the laws of the states. State

courts have expanded the old common law rules in different directions (through their

traditional power to make law under the doctrine of stare decisis), and state legislatures have

passed various statutes expanding or overriding many judge-made rules.

Many American states have codified some or all of their statutory law into legal codes.

Codification was an idea borrowed from the civil law through the efforts of American lawyer

David Dudley Field. New York's codes are known as "Laws." Californiaand Texassimply call

them "Codes." Other states use terms such as "Revised Statutes" or "Compiled Statutes" for

their compilations. California, New York, and Texashave separate subject-specific codes,

while all other states and the federal government use a single code divided into numbered

titles.

In some states, codification is often treated as a mere restatement of the common law. Judges

are free to liberally interpret the codes unless and until their interpretations are specifically

overridden by the legislature. In other states, there is a tradition of strict adherence to the

plain text of the codes. The advantage of codification is that once the state legislature

becomes accustomed to writing new laws as amendments to an existing code, the code will

usually reflect democratic sentiment as to what the current law is (though the entire state of

the law must always be ascertained by reviewing case law to determine how judges have

interpreted a particular codified statute).
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In contrast, in jurisdictions with un-codified statutes, like the United Kingdom, determining

what the law is can be a more difficult process. One has to trace back to the earliest relevant

Act of Parliament, and then identify all later Acts which amended the earlier Act, or which

directly overrode it. For example, when the UKdecided to create a Supreme Court of the

United Kingdom, lawmakers had to identify every single Act referring to the House of Lords

that was still good law, and then amend all of those laws to refer to the Supreme Court.

5. Criminal law

In the arena of criminal law, all states have somewhat similar laws in regard to "higher

crimes" (or felonies), such as murder and rape, although penalties for these crimes may vary

from state to state. For public welfare offenses where the state is punishing merely risky (as

opposed to injurious) behavior, there is significant diversity across the various states. For

example, punishments for drunk driving varied greatly prior to 1990. State laws dealing with

drug crimes still vary widely, with some states treating possession of small amounts of drugs

as a misdemeanor offense or as a medical issue and others categorizing the same offense as a

serious felony.

6. Tort law

United States tort law varies widely across the states. For example, a few jurisdictions allow

actions for negligent infliction of emotional distress even in the absence of physical injury to

the plaintiff, but most do not. For any particular tort, states differ on the causes of action,

types and scope of remedies, statutes of limitations, and the amount of specificity with which

one must plead the cause. With practically any aspect of tort law, there is a "majority rule"

adhered to by most states, and one or more "minority rules."

Attempts at "uniform" laws Efforts by various organizations to create "uniform" state laws

have been only partially successful. The two leading organizations are the American Law

Institute (ALI) and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws

(NCCUSL). The most successful and influential uniform laws are the Uniform Commercial

Code (a joint ALI-NCCUSL project) and the Model Penal Code (from ALI).

Apart from model codes, the American Law Institute has also created Restatements of the

Law which are widely used by lawyers and judges to simplify the task of summarizing the
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current status of the common law. Instead of listing long, tedious citations of old cases (in

order to invoke the long-established principles contained in those cases), they can simply cite

a Restatement section to refer to a particular common law principle.

7. Local law

Law affects every aspect of American life, including parking lots. Note the citations to

statutes on the sign. States have delegated lawmaking powers to thousands of agencies,

townships, counties, cities, and special districts. And all the state constitutions, statutes and

regulations (as well as all the ordinances and regulations promulgated by local entities) are

subject to judicial interpretation like their federal counterparts.

Thus, at any given time, the average American citizen is subject to the rules and regulations

of several dozen different agencies at the federal, state, and local levels, depending upon

one's current location and behavior.

Topic : Criminal V. Civil Wrongs

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Criminal v. Civil Wrongs

 Understand about Whistleblowers

 Learn about Criminal law

Definition/Overview:

Civil law: Civil law is a most prevalent legal system in the modern world and the oldest in

human history. It is based on a code, or "a systematic collection of interrelated articles written

in a terse, staccato style." The two other major legal systems in the world are common law

and Islamic law.

Criminal Law: The term criminal law, sometimes called penal law, refers to any of various

bodies of rules in different jurisdictions whose common characteristic is the potential for

unique and often severe impositions as punishment for failure to comply.
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Key Points:

1. Civil law

Civil lawsuits are unfortunately all too familiar to orthopedic surgeons who are sued for

alleged medical malpractice. Such lawsuits are part of civil law that seeks to resolve disputes

between parties. One component, contract law, aims to resolve oral or written agreements

between parties that are disputed, or have been breached. Another component, tort law, seeks

to remedy wrongs or harms that have been inflicted by one person upon another, either

intentionally or through negligence. A civil lawsuit is brought in the name of the aggrieved

party by a law firm or an attorney. The system favors extensive discovery of facts by

respective parties, and settlement of the dispute without resorting to trial. If a defendant to a

civil lawsuit is deemed to have acted unreasonably, eg, broken an agreement or caused

intentional or negligent harm, then civil law provides remedies to address the wrong.

Contract violations may be remedied by a court ordering the defendant do what was promised

contractually, although money damages are usually substituted for performance since they are

easier to compute and administer.

2. Damages allowed

For particularly egregious conduct or an intentional wrong, civil law allows both

compensatory and punitive damages to address the dual goals of victim compensation and

deterrence. In medical negligence for example, punitive damages could apply in cases of

deliberate alteration of medical records by the defendant, or sexual assault on a patient, which

may also result in criminal charges. Incarceration cannot be ordered by a civil court. In civil

proceedings, liability is proven by a preponderance of the evidence standard which means a

greater than 50% probability that, based on the evidence, the plaintiffs version of the story is

accurate. A unanimous jury verdict is not required; usually only 9 out of 12 jurors need agree

for a verdict to hold in a civil case. In medical malpractice cases, a civil action is brought

under a subset of tort law known as professional negligence. Negligence is the failure to do or

not do something where a reasonable, similarly-situated professional would do otherwise is a

basic concept of tort law that serves as the dominant, although not the exclusive theory of

liability in medical malpractice lawsuits. The patient suing the doctor must prove that is was

more likely than not that the doctor breached a duty of professional care reasonably owed to

the patient, and that such breach proximately caused damages.
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3. Whistleblowers

Different legal concepts apply to surgeon/industry relationships. In addition to claims under

state law, the False Claims Act (FCA) is a federal civil statute that provides monetary

penalties against those who submit false or fraudulent claims to the government. Enacted

during the Civil War to combat corrupt defense contractors who had bilked the government,

the FCA was amended in 1986 to encourage more private whistleblower lawsuits and allow

the government to prosecute more actions. The basis for having private whistleblowers

initiate lawsuits on behalf of the government is grounded in the common law writ of qui tam,

meaning he who sues for the King as well as for himself. If the government is successful after

intervening in such whistleblower suits, the private plaintiff is entitled to a 30% share in the

money recovered. By 2005, the federal government had recovered over $15 billion from FCA

lawsuits, much of it from the health care industry.

In contrast to the FCA, the Anti Kickback Act (AKA) is a federal criminal statute. It prohibits

payments in exchange for referrals or purchases that may be paid by a federal health care

program. While the statute is broad, it offers some regulatory safe harbors. The AKA is a

felony offense; penalties include imprisonment and mandatory exclusion from federal health

care programs. In recent years, private plaintiff whistleblowers have successfully argued that

a violation of the AKA criminal statute can also serve as the basis for a civil FCA claim. This

expanded interpretation by federal courts has led to an increased number of contexts in which

whistleblowers and the government have pursued AKA-FCA claims, including the type of

consulting agreements now under scrutiny in the orthopedic industry.

4. Criminal law

Because criminal and civil courts express distinct paradigms of law, both criminal and civil

proceedings against a defendant, for the same misconduct are not deemed double jeopardy.

Criminal law seeks to punish and control conduct that is detrimental to society. The

government is always the party that brings criminal charges against the wrong-doer on behalf

of the people. Once government lawyers decide whether to file criminal charges, the grand

jury serves to balance the enormous asymmetry in power between the individual and the

government. A grand jury reviews preliminary evidence introduced by the government to see

if there is sufficient cause to pursue the matter further. In federal criminal charges, the Fifth
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Amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires a grand jury indictment in every case; the word

of the prosecutor is not sufficient to indict.

Assuming the grand jury returns an indictment, during a criminal trial the prosecutor must

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty of the crime charged.

Practically, this means a virtual certainty that the defendant is guilty; a unanimous jury

verdict is required to convict a criminal defendant. Alternatives to criminal trial are plea

bargains with the prosecutor, and monetary settlements to resolve the matter.

In the federal system, if a crime provides a potential incarceration of a year or more, it is a

felony, regardless of actual jail time. Severe, disabling civil sanctions can automatically be

attached to felony convictions; these can practically exclude an individual from civic

participation in the U.S. by stripping away the right to vote, participation in government

programs and benefits, professional licenses, and many types of employment. These

collateral consequences of crime can attach to a criminal defendant despite successful plea

bargaining with the prosecutor.

5. What surgeons should practice

Surgeons under contract with a device manufacturer should examine their agreements for

legal compliance and ensure that any monetary exchange reflects the fair market value of the

services provided to the company. Careful documentation of the hours worked, services and

products provided to the company and the billings submitted should be maintained. If served

with a subpoena, expert counsel should be retained to navigate the process. Particular care

should be invested to avoid the appearance of impropriety, such as non-contractual financial

support given by a device company to pay for continuing medical education (CME)

programs, travel by the surgeon or clinical staff employed by the surgeon or elaborate meals,

gifts, or entertainment. Assume that all consulting agreements and activities are being

reported by the device company or its agents to the federal government.
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Topic : Contracts And The Law Of Sales

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Contractual formation

 Learn about Offer and acceptance

 Study Consideration and estoppel

 Understand Intention to be legally bound

 Learn about Third parties

 Learn about Formalities and writing

Definition/Overview:

Contract: A contract is an exchange of promises between two or more parties to do, or

refrain from doing, an act which is enforceable in a court of law. It is a binding legal

agreement.That is to say, a contract is an exchange of promises for the breach of which the

law will provide a remedy.

Key Points:

1. Contractual formation

n common law systems, the five key requirements for the creation of a contract are: 1. offer

and acceptance (agreement) 2. consideration 3. an intention to create legal relations 4. legal

capacity 5. formalities

In civil law systems, the concept of consideration is not central. In addition, for some

contracts formalities must be complied with under what is sometimes called a statute of

frauds. One of the most famous cases on forming a contract is Carlill v. Carbolic Smoke Ball

Company decided in nineteenth-century England. A medical firm advertised that its new

wonder drug, a smoke ball, would prevent the catching of flu by those who used it in

accordance with instructions, and if it did not, buyers would receive 100. When sued,

Carbolic argued the ad was not to be taken as a serious, legally binding offer. It was merely

an invitation to treat, and a gimmick. But the court of appeal held that it would appear to a

reasonable man that Carbolic had made a serious offer, primarily because of the reference to
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the 1000 deposited into the bank. People had given good "consideration" for it by going to

the "distinct inconvenience" of using a faulty product. "Read the advertisement how you will,

and twist it about as you will," said Lindley LJ, "here is a distinct promise expressed in

language which is perfectly unmistakable".

Where a product in large quantities is advertised in a newspaper or on a poster, it may be an

offer, but generally speaking it will be regarded as an invitation to treat, since even when

large stock is held it is still limited, whilst the response to an advertisement may be unlimited.

This was the basis of the decision in Partridge v. Crittenden a criminal case in which the

defendant was charged with "offering for sale" bramble-finch cocks and hens. The court held

that the newspaper advertisement could only be an invitation to treat, since it could not have

been intended as an offer to the world, so the defendant was not guilty of "offering" them for

sale. Similarly, a display of goods in a shop window is an invitation to treat, as was held in

Fisher v. Bell another criminal case which turned on the correct analysis of offers as against

invitations to treat. In this instance the defendant was charged with "offering for sale"

prohibited kinds of knife, which he had displayed in his shop window with prices attached.

The court held that this was an invitation to treat, the offer would be made by a purchaser

going into the shop and asking to buy a knife, with acceptance being by the shopkeeper,

which he could withhold. (The law was later amended to "exposing for sale".) A display of

goods on the shelves of a self-service shop is also an invitation to treat, with the offer being

made by the purchaser at the checkout and being accepted by the shop assistant operating the

checkout: Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v. Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) Ltd. If

the person who is to buy the advertised product is of importance, for instance because of his

personality, etc., when buying land, it is regarded merely as an invitation to treat. In Carbolic

Smoke Ball, the major difference was that a reward was included in the advertisement, which

is a general exception to the rule and is then treated as an offer

2. Offer and acceptance

The most important feature of a contract is that one party makes an offer for an arrangement

that another accepts. This can be called a 'concurrence of wills' or 'ad idem' (meeting of the

minds) of two or more parties. The concept is somewhat contested. The obvious objection is

that a court cannot read minds and the existence or otherwise of agreement is judged

objectively, with only limited room for questioning subjective intention: see Smith v.

Hughes. Richard Austen-Baker has suggested that the perpetuation of the idea of 'meeting of
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minds' may come from a misunderstanding of the Latin term 'consensus ad idem', which

actually means 'agreement to the [same] thing'. There must be evidence that the parties had

each from an objective perspective engaged in conduct manifesting their assent, and a

contract will be formed when the parties have met such a requirement. An objective

perspective means that it is only necessary that somebody gives the impression of offering or

accepting contractual terms in the eyes of a reasonable person, not that they actually did want

to form a contract.

The case of Carlill v. Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. (above) is an example of a 'unilateral

contract', obligations are only imposed upon one party upon acceptance by performance of a

condition. In the U.S., the general rule is that in "case of doubt, an offer is interpreted as

inviting the offeree to accept either by promising to perform what the offer requests or by

rendering the performance, as the offeree chooses." Offer and acceptance does not always

need to be expressed orally or in writing. An implied contract is one in which some of the

terms are not expressed in words. This can take two forms. A contract which is implied in

fact is one in which the circumstances imply that parties have reached an agreement even

though they have not done so expressly. For example, by going to a doctor for a checkup, a

patient agrees that he will pay a fair price for the service. If one refuses to pay after being

examined, the patient has breached a contract implied in fact. A contract which is implied in

law is also called a quasi-contract, because it is not in fact a contract; rather, it is a means for

the courts to remedy situations in which one party would be unjustly enriched were he or she

not required to compensate the other. For example, a plumber accidentally installs a sprinkler

system in the lawn of the wrong house. The owner of the house had learned the previous day

that his neighbor was getting new sprinklers. That morning, he sees the plumber installing

them in his lawn. Pleased at the mistake, he says nothing, and then refuses to pay when the

plumber delivers the bill. Will the man be held liable for payment? Yes, if it could be proven

that the man knew that the sprinklers were being installed mistakenly, the court would make

him pay because of a quasi-contract. If that knowledge could not be proven, he would not be

liable. Such a claim is also referred to as "quantum meruit".

3. Consideration and Estoppel

Consideration is known as 'the price of a promise' and is a controversial requirement for

contracts under common law. It is not necessary in all common law or civil law systems, and

is considered by some to be unnecessary as the requirement of intention to create legal
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relations by both parties meets the same requirement under contract. The reason that both

exist in common law jurisdictions is thought by leading scholars to be the result of the

combining by 19th century judges of two distinct threads: first the consideration requirement

was at the heart of the action of assumpsit, which had grown up in the middle ages and

remained the normal action for breach of a simple contract in England & Wales until 1884,

when the old forms of action were abolished; secondly, the notion of agreement between two

or more parties as being the essential legal and moral foundation of contract in all legal

systems, promoted by the 18th century French writer Pothier in his Traite des Obligations,

much read (especially after translation into English in 1805) by English judges and jurists.

The latter chimed well with the fashionable will theories of the time, especially John Stuart

Mill's influential ideas on free will, and got grafted on to the traditional common law

requirement for consideration to ground an action in assumpsit.

The idea is that both parties to a contract must bring something to the bargain, that both

parties must confer some benefit or detriment (for example, money, however in some cases

money will not suffice as consideration - eg when one party agrees to make part payment of a

debt in exchange for being released from the full amount). This can be either conferring an

advantage on the other party, or incurring some kind of detriment or inconvenience towards

oneself. Three rules govern consideration.

 Consideration must be real, but need not be adequate. For instance, agreeing to buy a car for a

penny may constitute a binding contract. While consideration need not be adequate, contracts

in which the consideration of one party greatly exceeds that of another may nevertheless be

held invalid for lack of real consideration. In such cases, the fact that the consideration is

exceedingly inadequate can be evidence that there was no consideration at all. Such contracts

may also be held invalid for other reasons such as fraud, duress, or being contrary to public

policy. In some situations, a collateral contract may exist, whereby the existence of one

contract provides consideration for another. Critics say consideration can be so small as to

make the requirement of any consideration meaningless.

 Consideration must not be from the past. For instance, in Eastwood v. Kenyon, the guardian

of a young girl obtained a loan to educate the girl and to improve her marriage prospects.

After her marriage, her husband promised to pay off the loan. It was held that the guardian

could not enforce the promise because taking out the loan to raise and educate the girl was

past consideration--it was completed before the husband promised to repay it.
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 Consideration must move from the promisee. For instance, it is good consideration for person

A to pay person C in return for services rendered by person B. If there are joint promisees,

then consideration need only to move from one of the promisees.

Civil law systems take the approach that an exchange of promises, or a concurrence of wills

alone, rather than an exchange in valuable rights is the correct basis. So if you promised to

give me a book, and I accepted your offer without giving anything in return, I would have a

legal right to the book and you could not change your mind about giving me it as a gift.

However, in common law systems the concept of culpa in contrahendo, a form of 'estoppel',

is increasingly used to create obligations during pre-contractual negotiations. Estoppel is an

equitable doctrine that provides for the creation of legal obligations if a party has given

another an assurance and the other has relied on the assurance to his detriment. A number of

commentators have suggested that consideration be abandoned, and estoppel be used to

replace it as a basis for contracts. However, legislation, rather than judicial development, has

been touted as the only way to remove this entrenched common law doctrine. Lord Justice

Denning famously stated that "The doctrine of consideration is too firmly fixed to be

overthrown by a side-wind."

See also: Consideration under English law and Consideration under American law

4. Intention to be legally bound

There is a presumption for commercial agreements that parties intend to be legally bound

(unless the parties expressly state that they do not want to be bound, like in heads of

agreement). On the other hand, many kinds of domestic and social agreements are

unenforceable on the basis of public policy, for instance between children and parents. One

early example is found in Balfour v. Balfour. Using contract-like terms, Mr. Balfour had

agreed to give his wife 30 a month as maintenance while he was living in Ceylon (Sri Lanka).

Once he left, they separated and Mr. Balfour stopped payments. Mrs. Balfour brought an

action to enforce the payments. At the Court of Appeal, the Court held that there was no

enforceable agreement as there was not enough evidence to suggest that they were intending

to be legally bound by the promise.

The case is often cited in conjunction with Merritt v. Merritt. Here the court distinguished the

case from Balfour v. Balfour because Mr. and Mrs. Merritt, although married again, were
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estranged at the time the agreement was made. Therefore any agreement between them was

made with the intention to create legal relations.

5. Third parties

The doctrine of privity of contract means that only those involved in striking a bargain would

have standing to enforce it. In general this is still the case, only parties to a contract may sue

for the breach of a contract, although in recent years the rule of privity has eroded somewhat

and third party beneficiaries have been allowed to recover damages for breaches of contracts

they were not party to. There are two times where third party beneficiaries are allowed to fall

under the contract. The duty owed test looks to see if the third party was agreeing to pay a

debt for the original party. The intent to benefit test looks to see if circumstances indicate that

the promisee intends to give the beneficiary the benefit of the promised performance. Any

defense allowed to parties of the original contract extend to third party beneficiaries. A recent

example is in England, where the Contract (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 was introduced.

6. Formalities and writing

Contrary to common wisdom, an exchange of promises can still be binding and legally as

valid as a written contract. A spoken contract should be called an oral contract, which might

be considered a subset of verbal contracts. Any contract that uses words, spoken or written, is

a verbal contract. Thus, all oral contracts and written contracts are verbal contracts. This is in

contrast to a "non-verbal, non-oral contract," also known as "a contract implied by the acts of

the parties", which can be either implied in fact or implied in law.

Most jurisdictions have rules of law or statutes which may render otherwise valid oral

contracts unenforceable. This is especially true regarding oral contracts involving large

amounts of money or real estate. For example, in the U.S., generally speaking, a contract is

unenforceable if it violates the common law statute of frauds or equivalent state statutes

which require certain contracts to be in writing. An example of the above is an oral contract

for the sale of a motorcycle for US$5,000 in a jurisdiction which requires a contract for the

sale of goods over US $500 to be in writing to be enforceable. The point of the Statute of

Frauds is to prevent false allegations of the existence of contracts that were never made, by

requiring formal (i.e. written) evidence of the contract. However, a common remark is that

more frauds have been committed through the application of the Statute of Frauds than have
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ever been prevented. Contracts that do not meet the requirements of common law or statutory

Statutes of Frauds are unenforceable, but are not necessarily thereby void. However, a party

unjustly enriched by an unenforceable contract may be required to provide restitution for

unjust enrichment. Statutes of Frauds are typically codified in state statutes covering specific

types of contracts, such as contracts for the sale of real estate.

In Australiaand many, if not all, jurisdictions which have adopted the common law of

England, for contracts subject to legislation equivalent to the Statute of Frauds, there is no

requirement for the entire contract to be in writing. Although for property transactions there

must be a note or memorandum evidencing the contract, which may come into existence after

the contract has been formed. The note or memorandum must be signed in some way, and a

series of documents may be used in place of a single note or memorandum. It must contain all

material terms of the contract, the subject matter and the parties to the contract. In England

and Wales, the common law Statute of Frauds is only now in force for guarantees, which

must be evidenced in writing, although the agreement may be made orally. Certain other

kinds of contract must be in writing or they are void, for instance, for sale of land under s. 52,

Law of Property Act 1925.

If a contract is in a written form, and somebody signs the contract, then the person is bound

by its terms regardless of whether they have read it or not, provided the document is

contractual in nature. Furthermore, if a party wishes to use a document as the basis of a

contract, reasonable notice of its terms must be given to the other party prior to their entry

into the contract. This includes such things as tickets issued at parking stations.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Commercial Paper

Real Property

Personal Property
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Topic : Commercial Paper

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand basic concepts of commercial paper

 Learn about Issuing commercial paper

 Study about Line of credit

Definition/Overview:

Commercial paper: Commercial paper is a money-market security issued by large banks

and corporations. It is generally not used to finance long-term investments but rather to

purchase inventory or to manage working capital. It is commonly bought by money funds

(the issuing amounts are often too high for individual investors), and is generally regarded as

a very safe investment. As a relatively low-risk investment, commercial paper returns are not

large. There are four basic kinds of commercial paper: promissory notes, drafts, checks, and

certificates of deposit.

Because commercial paper maturities do not exceed 270 days and proceeds typically are used

only for current transactions, the notes are exempt from registration as securities with the

United States Securities and Exchange Commission.

Key Points:

1. Significance

Commercial paper is defined in Canadaas having a maturity of not more than one year and is

exempt from dealer registration and prospectus requirements.

Commercial paper essentially can be compared as an alternative to lines of credit with a bank.

Once a business becomes large enough, and maintains a high enough credit rating, then using

commercial paper is always cheaper than using a bank line of credit. Nevertheless, many

companies still maintain bank lines of credit to act as a "backup" to the commercial paper. In

this situation, banks often charge fees for the amount of the line of the credit that does not

have a balance. While these fees may seem like pure profit for banks, if the company ever

actually needs to use the line of credit it would likely be in serious trouble and have difficulty

repaying its liabilities.
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Currently, more than 1,700 companies in the United States issue commercial paper. Financial

companies comprise the largest group of commercial paper issuers, accounting for nearly 75

percent of the commercial paper outstanding at mid-year 1990. Financial-company paper is

issued by firms in commercial, savings and mortgage banking; sales, personal and mortgage

financing; factoring; finance leasing and other business lending; insurance underwriting; and

other investment activities. The remaining commercial paper outstanding at mid-year 1990 --

over 25 percent -- was issued by nonfinancial firms such as manufacturers, public utilities,

industrial concerns and service industries.

Commercial paper was invented by Percy "Max" Hall, Vice President of Manufacturers

HanoverTrust Bank, in the 1920's.

2. Issuing commercial paper

There are two methods of issuing paper. The issuer can market the securities directly to a buy

and hold investor such as most money funds. Alternatively, it can sell the paper to a dealer,

who then sells the paper in the market. The dealer market for commercial paper involves

large securities firms and subsidiaries of bank holding companies. Most of these firms also

are dealers in US Treasury securities. Direct issuers of commercial paper usually are financial

companies that have frequent and sizable borrowing needs and find it more economical to sell

paper without the use of an intermediary. In the United States, direct issuers save a dealer fee

of approximately 5 basis points, or 0.05% annualized, which translates to $50,000 on every

$100 million outstanding. This saving compensates for the cost of maintaining a permanent

sales staff to market the paper. Dealer fees tend to be lower outside the United States.

3. Line of credit

Commercial paper is a lower cost alternative to a line of credit with a bank. Once a business

becomes established, and builds a high credit rating, it is often cheaper to draw on a

commercial paper than on a bank line of credit. Nevertheless, many companies still maintain

bank lines of credit as a "backup". Banks often charge fees for the amount of the line of the

credit that does not have a balance. While these fees may seem like pure profit for banks, if

the company ever actually needs to use the line of credit, it would likely be in serious trouble

and have difficulty repaying its liabilities.
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Topic : Real Property

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concept of Real Property

 Learn about Estates and ownership interests

 Study about Line of credit

 Understand economic aspects of real property

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The concept is variously named and defined in other jurisdictions: heritable

property in Scotland, immobilier in France, and immovable property in Canada, United

States, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malta, Cyprus, and in countries where civil law systems

prevail, including most of Europe, Russia, and South America.

Real Property: In the common law, real property (or realty) refers to one of the two main

classes of property, the other class being personal property (personally). Real property

generally encompasses land, land improvements resulting from human effort including

buildings and machinery sited on land, and various property rights over the preceding.

Key Points:

1. Estates & ownership interests defined

The law recognizes different sorts of interests, called estates, in real property. The type of

estate is generally determined by the language of the deed, lease, or bill of sale through which

the estate was acquired. Estates are distinguished by the varying property rights that vest in

each, and that determine the duration and transferability of the various estates. A party

enjoying an estate is called a "tenant."

Some important types of estates in land include:

 Fee simple: An estate of indefinite duration, that can be freely transferred. The most common

and perhaps most absolute type of estate, under which the tenant enjoys the greatest

discretion over the disposition of the property.
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 Conditional Fee simple: An estate lasting forever as long as one or more conditions stipulated

by the deed's grantor does not occur. If such a condition does occur, the property reverts to

the grantor, or a remainder interest is passed on to a third party.

 Fee tail: An estate which, upon the death of the tenant, is transferred to his heirs.

 Life estate: An estate lasting for the natural life of the grantee, called a "life tenant." If a life

estate can be sold, a sale does not change its duration, which is limited by the natural life of

the original grantee.

 Leasehold: An estate of limited duration, as set out in a contract, called a lease, between the

party granted the leasehold, called the lessee, and another party, called the lessor, having a

longer lived estate in the property. For example, an apartment-dweller with a one year lease

has a leasehold estate in her apartment. Lessees typically agree to pay a stated rent to the

lessor.

A tenant enjoying an undivided estate in some property after the termination of some estate

of limited duration, is said to have a "future interest." Two important types of future interests

are:

 Reversion: A reversion arises when a tenant grants an estate of lesser maximum duration than

his own. Ownership of the land returns to the original tenant when the grantee's estate

expires. The original tenant's future interest is a reversion.

 Remainder: A remainder arises when a tenant with a fee simple grants someone a life estate

or conditional fee simple, and specifies a third party to whom the land goes when the life

estate ends or the condition occurs. The third party is said to have a remainder. The third

party may have a legal right to limit the life tenant's use of the land.

Estates may be held jointly as joint tenants with rights of survivorship or as tenants in

common. The difference in these two types of joint ownership of an estate in land is basically

the inheritability of the estate. In joint tenancy (sometimes called tenancy of the entirety

when the tenants are married to each other) the surviving tenant (or tenants) become the sole

owner (or owners) of the estate. Nothing passes to the heirs of the deceased tenant. In some

jurisdictions the magic words "with right of survivorship" must be used or the tenancy will

assumed to be tenants in common. Tenants in common will have a heritable portion of the

estate in proportion to their ownership interest which is presumed to be equal amongst tenants

unless otherwise stated in the transfer deed.
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Real property may be owned jointly with several tenants, through devices such as the

condominium, housing cooperative, and building cooperative.

2. Jurisdictional peculiarities

In the law of almost every country, the state is the ultimate owner of all land under its

jurisdiction, because it is the sovereign, or supreme lawmaking authority. Physical and

corporate persons do not have allodial title; they do not "own" land but only enjoy estates in

the land, also known as "equitable interests."

2.1 England and Wales

In the United Kingdom, the sovereign is held to be the ultimate owner of all real

property in the realm. This fact is material one when, for example, property has been

disclaimed by its erstwhile owner, in which case the law of escheat applies. In some

other jurisdictions (not including the United States), real property is held absolutely.

English law has retained the common law distinction between real property and

personal property, whereas the civil law distinguishes between "movable" and

"immovable" property. In English law, real property is not confined to the ownership

of property and the buildings sited thereon often referred to as "land." Real property

also includes many legal relationships between individuals or owners of land that are

purely conceptual. One such relationship is the easement, where the owner of one

property may enjoy the right to pass over a neighboring property. Another is the

various "incorporeal hereditaments," such as profits a prendre, where an individual

may have the right to take crops from land that is part of another's estate.

English law retains a number of forms of property which are largely unknown in other

common law jurisdictions such as the advowson, chancel repair liability and lordships

of the manor. These are all classified as real property, as they would have been

protected by real actions in the early common law.

2.2 USA

Each U.S. State except Louisianahas its own laws governing real property and the

estates therein, grounded in the common law. In Arizona,[citation needed], real

property is generally defined as land and the things permanently attached to the land.

Things that are permanently attached to the land, also can be referred to as

improvements, include homes, garages, and buildings. Manufactured homes can

obtain an affidavit of affixture.
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3. Economic aspects of real property

Land use, land valuation, and the determination of the incomes of landowners, are among the

oldest questions in economic theory. Land is an essential input (factor of production) for

agriculture, and agriculture is by far the most important economic activity in preindustrial

societies. With the advent of industrialization, important new uses for land emerge, as sites

for factories, warehouses, offices, and urban agglomerations. Also, the value of real property

taking the form of man-made structures and machinery increases relative to the value of land

alone. The concept of real property eventually comes to encompass effectively all forms of

tangible fixed capital. with the rise of extractive industries, real property comes to encompass

natural capital. With the rise of tourism and leisure, real property comes to include scenic and

other amenity values.

Starting in the 1960s, as part of the emerging field of law and economics, economists and

legal scholars began to study the property rights enjoyed by tenants under the various estates,

and the economic benefits and costs of the various estates. This resulted in a much improved

understanding of the:

Property rights enjoyed by tenants under the various estates. These include the right to:

Decide how a piece of real property is used;

Exclude others from enjoying the property;

Transfer (alienate) some or all of these rights to others on mutually agreeable terms;

Nature and consequences of transaction costs when changing and transferring estates.

4. Historical background

In common law, real property was property that could be protected by some form of real

action, in contrast to personal property, where a plaintiff would have to resort to another form

of action. As a result of this formalist approach, some things the common law deems to be

land would not be classified as such by most modern legal systems, for example an advowson

(the right to present to the living of a church) was real property. By contrast the rights of a

leaseholder originate in personal actions and so the common law originally treated a
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leasehold as part of personal property. The law now broadly distinguishes between real

property (land and anything affixed to it) and personal property (everything else, e.g.,

clothing, furniture, money). The conceptual difference was between immovable property,

which would transfer title along with the land, and movable property, which a person would

retain title to. (The word is not derived from the notion of land having historically been

"royal" property.[citation needed] The word royal and its Spanish cognate real come from the

unrelated Latin word rex, meaning king.)

In modern legal systems derived from English common law, classification of property as real

or personal may vary somewhat according to jurisdiction or, even within jurisdictions,

according to purpose, as in defining whether and how the property may be taxed. Bethell

(1998) contains much historical information on the historical evolution of real property and

property rights.

Topic : Personal Property

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concept of Personal Property

 Learn about Personal and private property

Definition/Overview:

Personal property: Personal property is a type of property. In the common law systems

personal property may also be called chattels or personally. It is distinguished from real

property, or real estate. In the civil law systems personal property is often called movable

property or movables - any property that can be moved from one location to another. This

term is in distinction with immovable property or immovables, such as land and buildings.

Key Points:

1. Significance

Personal property may be classified in a variety of ways. Tangible personal property refers to

any type of property that can generally be moved (i.e., it is not attached to real property or
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land), touched or felt. These generally include items such as furniture, clothing, jewelry, art,

writings, or household goods. In some cases, there can be formal title documents that show

the ownership and transfer rights of that property after a person's death (for example, motor

vehicles, boats, etc.) In many cases, however, tangible personal property will not be "titled"

in an owner's name and is presumed to be whatever property he or she was in possession of at

the time of his or her death.

Intangible personal property or "intangibles" refers to personal property that cannot be

actually "moved" touched or felt, but instead represents something of value such as

negotiable instruments, securities, goods, and intangible assets including chose in action.

Accountants also distinguish personal property from real property because personal property

can be depreciated faster than improvements (while land is not depreciable at all). It is an

owner's right to get tax benefits for chattel, and there are businesses that specialize in

appraising personal property, or chattel.

The distinction between these types of property is significant for a variety of reasons. Usually

one's rights on movables are more attenuated than one's rights on immovables (or real

property). The statutes of limitations or prescriptive periods are usually shorter when dealing

with personal or movable property. Real property rights are usually enforceable for a much

longer period of time and in most jurisdictions real estate and immovables are registered in

government-sanctioned land registers. In some jurisdictions, rights (such as a lien or other

security interest) can be registered against personal or movable property.

In the common law it is possible to place a mortgage upon real property. Such mortgage

requires payment or the owner of the mortgage can seek foreclosure. Personal property can

often be secured with similar kind of device, variously called a chattel mortgage, trust receipt,

or security interest. In the United States, Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code governs

the creation and enforcement of security interests in most (but not all) types of personal

property.

There is no similar institution to the mortgage in the civil law, however a hypothec is a device

to secure real rights against property. These real rights follow the property along with the

ownership. In the common law a lien also remains on the property and it is not extinguished

by alienation of the property; liens may be real or equitable.

Many jurisdictions levy a personal property tax, an annual tax on the privilege of owning or

possessing personal property within the boundaries of the jurisdiction. Automobile and boat

registration fees are a subset of this tax. Most household goods are exempt as long as they are

kept or used within the household; the tax usually becomes a problem when the taxing
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authority discovers that expensive personal property like art is being regularly stored outside

of the household.

2. Personal vs Private property

In political/economic theory, notably anarchism and communism, the distinction between

private and personal property is extremely important. They are separated by a blurry

boundary, which items of property constitute which is open to debate.

 Personal property is part of your person and includes property from which you have the right

to exclude others (e.g. TVs, Cars, clothes etc).

 Private property is a social relationship, not a relationship between person and thing

according to Marx (e.g. factories, mines, dams, infrastructure etc). In capitalism there is no

distinction between personal and private property.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Law Of Agency

Business Organizations

Topic : Law Of Agency

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Law of Agency

 Understand the meaning of Apparent or ostensible authority

 Lean about Liability of agent to third party

 Learn about Agency and partnership

Definition/Overview:

Agency Law: Agency is an area of commercial law dealing with a contractual or quasi-

contractual tripartite set of relationships when an Agent is authorized to act on behalf of

another (called the Principal) to create a legal relationship with a Third Party. Succinctly, it

may be referred to as the relationship between a principal and an agent whereby the principal,
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expressly or impliedly, authorizes the agent to work under his control and on his behalf. The

agent is, thus, required to negotiate on behalf of the principal or bring him and third parties

into contractual relationship. This branch of law separates and regulates the relationships

between:

 Agents and Principals;

 Agents and the Third Parties with whom they deal on their Principals' behalf; and

 Principals and the Third Parties when the Agents purport to deal on their behalf.

The common law principle in operation is usually represented in the Latin phrase, qui facit

per alium, facit per se, i.e. the one who acts through another, acts in his or her own interests

and it is a parallel concept to vicarious liability and strict liability in which one person is held

liable in Criminal law or Tort for the acts or omissions of another.

Key Points:

1. The Concepts

The reciprocal rights and liabilities of Principal and Agent reflect commercial needs and legal

realities. In any business of size, it is not possible for one person to travel everywhere to

negotiate all the transactions necessary to maintain or grow the business. These problems are

increased if the business is a corporation, because it is then a fictitious legal person and, as

such, it can only act through human agents. Hence, independent people are contracted by

businesses to buy and sell goods and services on behalf of those businesses. When

agreements are made, the Principal is liable under the contract(s) made by the Agent. So long

as the Agent has done what he or she was instructed to do, the result is the same as if the

Principal had done it directly.

If the issue is considered from the view of innocent Third Parties, they are approached by a

person who is clearly identified as acting for another. They deal with that person in good

faith, relying on the representation of authority. Indeed, in a busy commercial world, it would

not be cost-effective to check that everyone who is represented as having the authority to act

for another actually has that authority. Deals are done at face value in the majority of routine

situations. If it should later appear that the alleged agent was acting without the consent of the

Principal, the Agent will usually be held liable. Any other decision would be unduly

disruptive to the usual flow of trade. This commercial necessity has led to the creation of a
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body of law that applies in any situation, commercial or otherwise, where one person is seen

to be acting for another.

2. Brief statement of legal principles

There are three broad classes of Agent:

 Universal agents hold broad authority to act on behalf of the Principal, e.g. they may hold a

power of attorney (also known as a mandate in civil law jurisdictions) or have a professional

relationship, say, as lawyer and client.

 General agents hold a more limited authority to conduct a series of transactions over a

continuous period of time; and

 Special agents are authorized to conduct either only a single transaction or a specified series

of transactions over a limited period of time.

2.1 Authority

For these purposes, the Principal must give, or be deemed to give, the Agent authority to

act.

2.1.1 Actual authority

This arises where the Principal's words or conduct reasonably cause the Agent to

believe that he or she has been authorized to act. This may be express in the form of a

contract or implied because what is said or done make it reasonably necessary for the

person to assume the powers of an Agent. If it is clear that the Principal gave actual

authority to Agent, all the Agent's actions falling within the scope of the authority

given will bind the Principal. This will be the result even if, having actual authority;

the Agent in fact acts fraudulently for his own benefit unless the Third Party was

aware of the Agent's personal agenda. If there is no contract but the Principal's words

or conduct reasonably led the Third Party to believe that the Agent was authorized to

act, or if what the Agent proposes to do is incidental and reasonably necessary to

accomplish an actually authorized transaction or a transaction that usually

accompanies it, then the Principal will be bound.

2.1.2 Apparent or ostensible authority

If the Principal's words or conduct would lead a reasonable person in the Third Partys

position to believe that the Agent was authorized to act, say by appointing the Agent
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to a position which carries with it agency-like powers, those who know of the

appointment are entitled to assume that there is apparent authority to do the things

ordinarily entrusted to one occupying such a position. If a Principal creates the

impression that an Agent is authorized but there is no actual authority, Third Parties

are protected so long as they have acted reasonably. This is sometimes termed

"Agency by Estoppel" or the "Doctrine of Holding Out", where the Principal will be

estopped from denying the grant of authority if Third Parties have changed their

positions to their detriment in reliance on the representations made.

2.1. 3 Implied authority

This type of authority is considered held by the agent by virtue of being reasonably

necessary to carry out his express authority. As such, it can be inferred by virtue of a

position held by an agent, e.g. partners have authority to bind the other partners in the

firm, their liability being joint and several, and in a corporation, all executives and

senior employees with decision-making authority by virtue of their position have

authority to bind the corporation.

2.1. 4 Authority by virtue of a position held

To deter fraud and other harms that may befall individuals dealing with agents, there

is a concept of Inherent Agency power, which is power derived solely by virtue of the

agency relation. For example, partners have apparent authority to bind the other

partners in the firm, their liability being joint and several , and in a corporation, all

executives and senior employees with decision-making authority by virtue of their

declared position have apparent authority to bind the corporation.

Even if the Agent does act without authority, the Principal may ratify the transaction

and accept liability on the transactions as negotiated. This may be express or implied

from the Principal's behavior, e.g. if the Agent has purported to act in a number of

situations and the Principal has knowingly acquiesced, the failure to notify all

concerned of the Agent's lack of authority is an implied ratification to those

transactions and an implied grant of authority for future transactions of a similar

nature.
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3. Liability of agent to third party

If the Agent has actual or apparent authority, the Agent will not have liability on any

transactions agreed within the scope of that authority so long as the Principal was disclosed,

i.e. the fact of the agency was revealed and the identity of the Principal revealed. But where

the agency is undisclosed or partially disclosed, both the Agent and the Principal are bound.

Where the Principal is not bound because the Agent had no actual or apparent authority, the

purported Agent is liable to the Third Party for breach of the implied warranty of authority.

4. Liability of agent to principal

If the Agent has acted without actual authority, but the Principal is nevertheless bound

because the Agent had apparent authority, the Agent is liable to indemnify the Principal for

any resulting loss or damage.

5. Liability of principal to agent

If the Agent has acted within the scope of the actual authority given, the Principal must

indemnify the Agent for payments made during the course of the relationship whether the

expenditure was expressly authorized or merely necessary in promoting the Principals

business.

6. Duties

The Agent's primary fiduciary duty is to be loyal to the Principal. This involves duties:

 Not to accept any new obligations that are inconsistent with the duties owed to the Principal.

Agents can represent the interests of more than one Principal, conflicting or potentially

conflicting, only on the basis of full and timely disclosure or where the different agencies are

based on a limited form of authority to prevent a situation where the Agent's loyalty to any

one of the Principals is compromised. For this purpose, express clauses in the agreement

signed by each Principal with the Agent may identify specific types or categories of activities

that will not breach the duty of loyalty and so long as these exceptions are not unreasonable,

they will bind the Principals.

 Not to make a private profit or unjustly enrich himself from the agency relationship.

In return, the Principal must make a full disclosure of all information relevant to the

transactions that the Agent is authorized to negotiate and pay the Agent either a prearranged

commission, or a reasonable fee established after the fact.
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7. Termination

An Agent's authority can be terminated at any time. If the trust between the Agent and

Principal has broken down, it is not reasonable to allow the Principal to remain at risk in any

transactions that the Agent might conclude during a period of notice.

As per Section 201 to 210 The Indian Contract Act, 1872, an agency may come to an end in a

variety of ways:

(i) By the principal revoking the agency However, principal cannot revoke an agency coupled

with interest to the prejudice of such interest. Such Agency is coupled with interest. An

agency is coupled with interest when the agent himself has an interest in the subject-matter of

the agency, e.g., where the goods are consigned by an upcountry constituent to a commission

agent for sale, with poor to recoup himself from the sale proceeds, the advances made by him

to the principal against the security of the goods; in such a case, the principal cannot revoke

the agents authority till the goods are actually sold, nor is the agency terminated by death or

insanity. (Illustrations to section 201) (ii) By the agent renouncing the business of agency;

(iii) By the business of agency being completed; (iv) By the principal being adjudicated

insolvent (Section 201 of The Indian Contract Act. 1872)

The principal also cannot revoke the agents authority after it has been partly exercised, so as

to bind the principal (Section 204), though he can always do so, before such authority has

been so exercised (Sec 203).

Further, as per section 205, if the agency is for a fixed period, the principal cannot terminate

the agency before the time expired, except for sufficient cause. If he does, he is liable to

compensate the agent for the loss caused to him thereby. The same rules apply where the

agent, renounces an agency for a fixed period. Notice in this connection that want of skill

continuous disobedience of lawful orders, and rude or insulting behavior has been held to be

sufficient cause for dismissal of an agent. Further, reasonable notice has to be given by one

party to the other; otherwise, damage resulting from want of such notice, will have to be paid

(Section 206). As per section 207, the revocation or renunciation of an agency may be made

expressly or impliedly by conduct. The termination does not take effect as regards the agent,

till it becomes known to him and as regards third party, till the termination is known to them

(Section 208).

When an agents authority is terminated, it operates as a termination of subagent also. (Section

210).
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8. Agency and partnership

This has become a more difficult area as states are not consistent on the nature of a

partnership. Some states opt for the partnership as no more than an aggregate of the natural

persons who have joined the firm. Others treat the partnership as a business entity and, like a

corporation, vest the partnership with a separate legal personality. Hence, for example, in

English law, a partner is the agent of the other partners whereas, in Scots law where there is a

separate personality, a partner is the agent of the partnership. This form of agency is inherent

in the status of a partner and does not arise out of a contract of agency with a Principal. In the

English Partnership Act 1890 provides that a partner who acts within the scope of his actual

authority (express or implied) will bind the partnership when he does anything in the ordinary

course of carrying on partnership business. Even if that implied authority has been revoked or

limited, the partner will have apparent authority unless the Third Party knows that the

authority has been compromised. Hence, if the partnership wishes to limit any partner's

authority, it must give express notice of the limitation to the world. However, there would be

little substantive difference if English law was amended partners will bind the partnership

rather than their fellow partners individually. For these purposes, the knowledge of the

partner acting will be imputed to the other partners or the firm if a separate personality. The

other partners or the firm are the Principal and Third Parties are entitled to assume that the

Principal has been informed of all relevant information. This causes problems when one

partner acts fraudulently or negligently and causes loss to clients of the firm. In most states, a

distinction is drawn between knowledge of the firm's general business activities and the

confidential affairs as they affect one client. Thus, there is no imputation if the partner is

acting against the interests of the firm as a fraud. There is more likely to be liability in tort if

the partnership benefited by receiving fee income for the work negligently performed, even if

only as an aspect of the standard provisions of vicarious liability. Whether the injured party

wishes to sue the partnership or the individual partners is usually a matter for the Plaintiff

since, in most jurisdictions, their liability is joint and several..

9. Agency relationships

Agency relationships are common in many professional areas.

 employment procurement

 real estate transactions (real estate brokerage, mortgage brokerage). In real estate brokerage,

the buyers or sellers are the Principals themselves and the broker or his/her salesperson who

represents each Principal is his/her Agent.
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 financial advice (insurance agency, stock brokerage, accountancy)

 contract negotiation and promotion (business management) such as for publishing, music,

movies, theatre, show business and sport.

Topic : Business Organizations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Companies Law

 Understand the Business organization

 Lean about Business entities

Definition/Overview:

Business Organizations: It (or the law of business associations) is the field of law

concerning business and other organizations.

Key Points:

1. Companies law:

This includes corporations, partnerships and other associations which usually carry on some

form of economic or charitable activity. The most prominent kind of company, usually

referred to as a "corporation", is a "juristic person", i.e. it has separate legal personality, and

those who invest money into the business have limited liability for any losses the company

makes, governed by corporate law. The largest companies are usually publicly listed on stock

exchanges around the world, while private companies choose who their shareholders are. The

defining feature of the corporation is that shareholders own the sole rights to vote under the

company constitution and to appoint the directors who control the company. Companies

known as partnerships have a different system of voting, whereby the partners own and vote

for who controls the company. Partners may or may not limit their liability for company

losses, although this is increasingly popular. Even single individuals, also known as sole

traders may incorporate themselves and limit their liability in order to carry on a business. All
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different forms of companies depend on the particular law of the particular country in which

they reside.

2. Business entities

The law of business organizations originally derived from the common law of England, but

has evolved significantly in the Twentieth Century. In common law countries today, the most

commonly addressed forms are:

 sole proprietorships;

 partnerships, sometimes called "general partnerships";

 limited partnerships;

 limited liability partnerships;

 corporations (Inc.,Co.,Corp.);

 not-for-profit corporations;

 limited companies.

The proprietary limited company is a statutory business form in several countries, including

Australia. Many countries have forms of business entity unique to that country, although

there are equivalents elsewhere. Examples are the Limited-liability company (LLC) and the

limited liability limited partnership (LLLP) in the United States.

Other types of business organizations, such as cooperatives, credit unions and publicly owned

enterprises, can be established with purposes that parallel, supersede, or even replace the

profit maximization mandate of business corporations.

Other business forms are available in civil law countries, such as the German Gesellschaft

mit beschrnkter Haftung (GmbH) and Aktiengesellschaft (AG); and the S.A., a form used in a

number of countries which translates from various languages into the equivalent of

anonymous society or anonymous company.

For a country-by-country listing of officially recognized forms of business organization,

There are various types of company that can be formed in different jurisdictions, but the most

common forms of company are:

 a company limited by shares. The most common form of company used for business

ventures.

 a company limited by guarantee. Commonly used where companies are formed for non-

commercial purposes, such as clubs or charities. The members guarantee the payment of
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certain (usually nominal) amounts if the company goes into insolvent liquidation, but

otherwise they have no economic rights in relation to the company .

 a company limited by guarantee with a share capital. A hybrid entity, usually used where the

company is formed for non-commercial purposes, but the activities of the company are partly

funded by investors who expect a return.

 an unlimited liability company. A company where the liability of members for the debts of

the company are unlimited. Today these are only seen in rare and unusual circumstances.

There are, however, many specific categories of corporations and other business

organizations which may be formed in various countries and jurisdictions throughout the

world.

2.1 US companies law:

In the United States, corporations are generally incorporated, or organized,

under the laws of a particular state. The corporate law of a corporation's state of

incorporation generally governs that corporation's internal governance (even if

the corporation's operations take place outside of that state). The corporate laws

of the various states differ in some cases significantly - from state to state, as a

result of which corporate lawyers are often consulted in an effort to determine

the most appropriate or advantageous state in which to incorporate, and a

majority of public companies in the U.S.are Delawarecorporations. The federal

laws of the United States and local law may also be applicable sources of

corporate law.

2.2 Companies law theory

A corporation is described to be a person in a political capacity created by the

law, to endure in perpetual succession. Americans in the 1790s knew of a

variety of corporations established for various purposes, including those of

commerce, education, and religion. As the law of corporations was articulated

by the Supreme Court under Chief Justice Marshall, over the first several

decades of the new American state, emphasis fell, in a way which seems natural

to us today, upon commercial corporations. Nonetheless, Wilsonbelieved that, in

all cases, corporations should be erected with caution, and inspected with care.

The actions of corporations were clearly circumscribed: To every corporation a

name must be assigned; and by that name alone it can perform legal acts. For

non-binding external actions or transactions, corporations enjoyed the same
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latitude as private individuals; but it was with an eye to internal affairs that

many saw principal advantage in incorporation. The power of making by-laws

was tacitly annexed to corporations by the very act of their establishment. While

they must not directly contradict the overarching laws of the land, the central or

local government cannot be expected to regulate toward the peculiar

circumstances of a given body, and so they are invested with authority to make

regulations for the management of their own interests and affairs.

The question then arises: if corporations are to be inspected with care, what - if

not the commercial or social conduct, or the by-laws - is to be inspected and by

whom? Do corporations have duties? Yes: The general duties of every

corporation may be collected from the nature and design of its institution: it

should act agreeably to its nature, and fulfill the purposes for which it was

formed. Who sees that corporations are living up to those duties? The law has

provided proper persons with proper powers to visit those institutions, and to

correct every irregularity, which may arise within them. The Common Law

provided for inspection by the court of kings bench. In 1790, at least, the powers

of the court of king's bench were vested in the supreme court of Pennsylvania.

As for the dissolution of corporations, there seems not to have been much

question that a corporation might surrender its legal existence into the hands of

that power, from which it was received. From such a surrender, the dissolution

of the body corporate ensues. Nor does there seem to have been much question

that by a judgment of forfeiture against a corporation itself, it may be dissolved.

However, Supreme Court Justice Wilson, lecturing in his unofficial capacity, at

least, suggests his displeasure with the doctrine that corporate dissolution cannot

be predicated by a judgment of ouster against individuals. God forbid ― such is

the sentiment of Mr. Justice Wilmot ― that the rights of the body should be lost

or destroyed by the offences of the members.

As theorists such as Ronald Coase have pointed out, all business organizations

represent an attempt to avoid certain costs associated with doing business. Each

is meant to facilitate the contribution of specific resources - investment capital,

knowledge, relationships, and so forth - towards a venture which will prove

profitable to all contributors. Except for the partnership, all business forms are

designed to provide limited liability to both members of the organization and

external investors. Business organizations originated with agency law, which
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permits an agent to act on behalf of a principal, in exchange for the principal

assuming equal liability for the wrongful acts committed by the agent. For this

reason, all partners in a typical general partnership may be held liable for the

wrongs committed by one partner. Those forms that provide limited liability are

able to do so because the state provides a mechanism by which businesses that

follow certain guidelines will be able to escape the full liability imposed under

agency law. The state provides these forms because it has an interest in the

strength of the companies that provide jobs and services therein, but also has an

interest in monitoring and regulating their behavior.

2.3 Companies law study

Law schools typically offer either a single upper level course on business

organizations, or offer several courses covering different aspects of this area of

law. The area of study examines issues such as how each major form of business

entity may be formed, operated, and dissolved; the degree to which limited

liability protects investors; the extent to which a business can be held liable for

the acts of an agent of the business; the relative advantages and disadvantages of

different types of business organizations, and the structures established by

governments to monitor the buying and selling of ownership interests in large

corporations.

The basic theory behind all business organizations is that, by combining certain

functions within a single entity, a business (usually called a firm by economists)

can operate more efficiently, and thereby realize a greater profit. Governments

seek to facilitate investment in profitable operations by creating rules that

protect investors in a business from being held personally liable for debts

incurred by that business, either through mismanagement, or because of

wrongful acts.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Employment Law

Bankruptcy
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Topic : Employment Law

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Contract of employment

 Understand the Working time Eight-hour day

 Learn about Workplace involvement

 Understand the concept of International labor law

Definition/Overview:

Employment Law: Employment law (also known as employment or labor law) is the body

of laws, administrative rulings, and precedents which address the legal rights of, and

restrictions on, working people and their organizations. As such, it mediates many aspects of

the relationship between trade unions, employers and employees. In Canada, employment

laws related to unionised workplaces are differentiated from those relating to particular

individuals. In most countries however, no such distinction is made. However, there are two

broad categories of labor law. First, collective labor law relates to the tripartite relationship

between employee, employer and union. Second, individual labor law concerns employees'

rights at work and through the contract for work. The labor movement has been instrumental

in the enacting of laws protecting labor rights in the 19th and 20th centuries. Labor rights

have been integral to the social and economic development since the industrial revolution.

Key Points:

1. Labor law history

Employment law arose due to the demands of workers for better conditions, the right to

organize, and the simultaneous demands of employers to restrict the powers of workers' many

organizations and to keep labor costs low. Employers' costs can increase due to workers

organizing to win higher wages, or by laws imposing costly requirements, such as health and

safety or equal opportunities conditions. Workers' organizations, such as trade unions, can

also transcend purely industrial disputes, and gain political power - which some employers
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may oppose. The state of labor law at any one time is therefore both the product of, and a

component of, struggles between different interests in society.

Individual labor law

Individual labor law deals with peoples rights at work place on their contracts for work.

Where before unions would be major custodians to workplace welfare, there has been a

steady shift in many countries to give individuals more legal rights that can be enforced

directly through courts.

2. Contract of employment

The basic feature of labor law in almost every country is that the rights and obligations of the

worker and the employer between one another are mediated through the contract of

employment between the two. This has been the case since the collapse of feudalism and is

the core reality of modern economic relations. Many terms and conditions of the contract are

however implied by legislation or common law, in such a way as to restrict the freedom of

people to agree to certain things in order to protect employees, and facilitate a fluid labor

market. One example in many countries is the duty to provide written particulars of

employment with the essentialia negotii (Latin for essential terms) to an employee. This aims

to allow the employee to know concretely what to expect and is expected; in terms of wages,

holiday rights, notice in the event of dismissal, job description and so on. An employer may

not legally offer a contract in which the employer pays the worker less than a minimum

wage. An employee may not for instance agree to a contract which allows an employer to

dismiss them unfairly. There are certain categories that people may simply not agree to

because they are deemed categorically unfair. However, this depends entirely on the

particular legislation of the country in which the work is.

Minimum wage

2.1 Minimum wage

There may be law stating the minimum amount that a worker can be paid per hour.

Australia, Canada, China, Belgium, France, Greece, Hungary, India, Ireland, Japan,

Korea, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Paraguay, Portugal, Poland,

Romania, Spain, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, the United States and others have laws

of this kind. The minimum wage is usually different from the lowest wage determined

by the forces of supply and demand in a free market, and therefore acts as a price
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floor. Those unable to command the minimum wage due to a lack of education,

experience or opportunity would typically work in the underground economy, if at all.

Each country sets its own minimum wage laws and regulations, and while a majority

of industrialized countries has a minimum wage, many developing countries have not.

Minimum wage laws were first introduced nationally in the United Statesin 1938,

India in 1948, France in 1950, and in the United Kingdom in 1999. In the European

Union, 18 out of 25 member states currently have national minimum wages.

2.2 Working time Eight-hour day

Before the Industrial Revolution, the workday varied between 11 and 14 hours. With

the growth of industrialism and the introduction of machinery, longer hours became

far more common, with 14-15 hours being the norm, and 16 not at all uncommon. Use

of child labor was commonplace, often in factories. In Englandand Scotlandin 1788,

about two-thirds of persons working in the new water-powered textile factories were

children. The eight-hour movement's struggle finally led to the first law on the length

of a working day, passed in 1833 in England, limiting miners to 12 hours, and

children to 8 hours. The 10-hour day was established in 1848, and shorter hours with

the same pay were gradually accepted thereafter. The 1802 Factory Act was the first

labor law in the UK.

After England,Germanywas the first European country to pass labor laws; Chancellor

Bismarck's main goal being to undermine the Social Democratic Party of Germany

(SPD). In 1878, Bismarck instituted a variety of anti-socialist measures, but despite

this, socialists continued gaining seats in the Reichstag. The Chancellor, then, adopted

a different approach to tackling socialism. In order to appease the working class, he

enacted a variety of paternalistic social reforms, which became the first type of social

security. The year 1883 saw the passage of the Health Insurance Act, which entitled

workers to health insurance; the worker paid two-thirds, and the employer one-third,

of the premiums. Accident insurance was provided in 1884, while old age pensions

and disability insurance were established in 1889. Other laws restricted the

employment of women and children. These efforts, however, were not entirely

successful; the working class largely remained unreconciled with Bismarck's

conservative government.

In France, the first labor law was voted in 1841. However, it limited only under-age

miners' hours, and it was not until the Third Republic that labor law was effectively
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enforced, in particular after Waldeck-Rousseau 1884 law legalizing trade unions.

With the Matignon Accords, the Popular Front (1936-38) enacted the laws mandating

12 days (2 weeks) each year of paid vacations for workers and the law limiting to 40

hours the workweek (outside of overtime). Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905),

a notorious, and now defunct case by the US Supreme Court that regulation of

working time (for bakeries) to limit workers to a 10 hour day.

2.3 Health and safety (Occupational safety and health)

Other labor laws involve safety concerning workers. The earliest English factory law

was drafted in 1802 and dealt with the safety and health of child textile workers.

2.4 Anti-discrimination law

This clause means that discrimination against employees is morally unacceptable and

illegal, on a variety of grounds, in particular racial discrimination or sexist

discrimination.

2.5 Unfair dismissal

Unfair dismissal, Wrongful dismissal, and At-will employment

Convention no. 158 of the International Labor Organization states that an employee

"can't be fired without any legitimate motive" and "before offering him the possibility

to defend himself". Thus, on April 28, 2006, after the unofficial repeal of the French

First Employment Contract (CPE), the Longjumeau (Essonne) conseil des

prud'hommes (labor law court) judged the New Employment Contract (CNE) contrary

to international law, and therefore "unlegitimate" and "without any juridical value".

The court considered that the two-years period of "fire at will" (without any legal

motive) was "unreasonnable", and contrary to convention no. 158, ratified by France.

2.6 Child labour

Two girls wearing banners with slogan "Abolish child slavery!!" from the May 1,

1909 labor parade in New York City. Child labor is the employment of children under

an age determined by law or custom. This practice is considered exploitative by many

countries and international organizations. Child labor was not seen as a problem

throughout most of history, only becoming a disputed issue with the beginning of

universal schooling and the concepts of laborers and children's rights. Child labor can
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be factory work, mining or quarrying, agriculture, helping in the parents' business,

having one's own small business (for example selling food), or doing odd jobs. Some

children work as guides for tourists, sometimes combined with bringing in business

for shops and restaurants (where they may also work as waiters). Other children are

forced to do tedious and repetitive jobs such as assembling boxes, or polishing shoes.

However, rather than in factories and sweatshops, most child labor occurs in the

informal sector, "selling on the street, at work in agriculture or hidden away in houses

far from the reach of official inspectors and from media scrutiny."

2.7 Collective labor law

Collective labor law concerns the tripartite relationship between employer, employee

and trade unions. Trade unions, sometimes called "labor unions" are the form of

workers' organization most commonly defined and legislated on in labor law.

However, they are not the only variety. In the United States, for example, workers'

centers are associations not bound by all of the laws relating to trade unions.

2.8 Trade unions:

The law of some countries place requirements on unions to follow particular

procedures before certain courses of action are adopted. For example, the

requirement to ballot the membership before a strike, or in order to take a

portion of members' dues for political projects. Laws may guarantee the right to

join a union (banning employer discrimination), or remain silent in this respect.

Some legal codes may allow unions to place a set of obligations on their

members, including the requirement to follow a majority decision in a strike

vote. Some restrict this, such as the 'right to work' legislation in some of the

United States.

2.9 Strike action

Strikers gathering in Tyldesley in the 1926 General Strike in the U.K. Strike action is

the weapon of the workers most associated with industrial disputes, and certainly

among the most powerful. In most countries, strikes are legal under a circumscribed

set of conditions. Among them may be that:
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The strike is decided on by a prescribed democratic process. (Wildcat strikes are

illegal).

Sympathy strikes, against a company by which workers are not directly employed,

may be prohibited.

General strikes may be forbidden by a public order.

Certain categories of person may be forbidden to strike (airport personnel, health

personnel, police or firemen, etc.)

Strikes may be pursued by people continuing to work, as in Japanese strike actions

which increase productivity to disrupt schedules, or in hospitals.

A boycott is a refusal to buy, sell, or otherwise trade with an individual or business

who is generally believed by the participants in the boycott to be doing something

morally wrong. Throughout history, workers have used tactics such as the go-slow,

sabotage or just not turning up en-masse in order to gain more control over the

workplace environment, or simply have to work less . Some labor law explicitly bans

such activity, none explicitly allows it.

Pickets

2.10 Picketing

Picketing is a tactic which is often used by workers during strikes. They may

congregate outside the business which they are striking against, in order to make their

presence felt, increase worker participation and dissuade (or prevent) strike breakers

from entering the place of work. In many countries, this activity will be restricted both

by labor law, by more general law restricting demonstrations, or sometimes by

injunctions on particular pickets. For example, labor law may restrict secondary

picketing (picketing a business not directly connected with the dispute, such as a

supplier of materials), or flying pickets (mobile strikers who travel in order to join a

picket). There may be laws against obstructing others from going about their lawful

business (scabbing, for example, is lawful); making obstructive pickets illegal, and, in

some countries, such as Britain, there may be court orders made from time to time
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against pickets being in particular places or behaving in particular ways (shouting

abuse, for example).

3. Workplace involvement

Workplace consulation statutes exist in many countries, requiring that employers consult their

workers on issues that concern their place in the company. Industrial democracy refers to the

same idea, but taken much further. Not only that workers should have a voice to be listened

to, but that workers have a vote to be counted.

Co-determination

3.1 Co-determination and Industrial democracy

Originating in Germany, some form of co-determination (or Mitbestimmung)

procedure is practiced in countries across continental Europe, such as Holland and the

Czech Republic. This involves the rights of workers to be represented on the boards

of companies for whom they work. The German model involves half the board of

directors being appointed by the company trade union. However, German company

law uses a split board system, with a 'supervisory board' (Aufsichtsrat) which appoints

an 'executive board' (Vorstand). Shareholders and unions elect the supervisory board

in equal number, except that the head of the supervisory board is, under co-

determination law, a shareholder representative. While not gaining complete parity,

there has been solid political consensus since the Helmut Schmidt social democrat

government introduced the measure in 1976.

In Britain, the similar proposals were drawn up, and a command paper produced

named the Bullock Report (Industrial democracy). This was released in 1977 by the

James Callaghan Labor government. This proposal involved a similar split on the

board, but its effect would have been even more radical. Because U.K.company law

requires no split in the boards of directors, unions would have directly elected the

management of the company. Furthermore, rather than giving shareholders the slight

upper hand as happened in Germany, a debated 'independent' element would be added

to the board, reaching the formula 2x + y. However, no action was ever taken as the

U.K.slid into the winter of discontent. This tied into the European Commission's

proposals for worker participation in the 'fifth company law directive', which was also

never implemented.
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4. International labor law

One of the crucial concerns of workers and those who believe that labor rights are important,

is that in a globalizing economy, common social standards ought to support economic

development in common markets. However, there is nothing in the way of international

enforcement of labor rights, with the notable exception of labor law within the European

Union. At the Doha round of trade talks through the World Trade Organization one of the

items for discussion was the inclusion of some kind of minimum standard of worker

protection. The chief question is whether, with the breaking down of trade barriers in the

international economy, while this can benefit consumers it can also make the ability of

multinational companies to bargain down wage costs even greater, in wealthier Western

countries and developing nations alike. The ability of corporations to shift their supply chains

from one country to another with relative ease could be the starting gun for a "regulatory race

to the bottom", whereby nation states are forced into a merciless downward spiral, not only

slashing tax rates and public services with it but also laws that in the short term cost

employers money. Countries are forced to follow suit, on this view, because should they not

foreign investment will dry up, move places with lower "burdens" and leave more people

jobless and poor. This argument is by no means uncontested. The opposing view suggests

that free competition for capital investment between different countries increases the dynamic

efficiency of the market place. Faced with the discipline that markets enforce, countries are

incentivized to invest in education, training and skills in their workforce in order to obtain a

comparative advantage. Government initiative will be spurred, because rational long term

investment will be perceived as the better choice to increasing regulation. This theory

concludes that an emphasis on deregulation is more beneficial than not. That said, neither the

International labor organization, nor the European Union takes this view.

4.1 International Labor Organization

The International Labor Organization (ILO), whose headquarters are in Geneva, is

one of the oldest surviving international bodies, and the only surviving international

body set up at the time of the League of Nations following the First World War. Its

guiding principle is that "labor is not a commodity" to be traded in the same way as

goods, services or capital, and that human dignity demands equality of treatment and

fairness in dealing within the workplace. The ILO has drawn up numerous

conventions on what ought to be the labor standards adopted by countries party to it.

Countries are then obliged to ratify the Conventions in their own national law.
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However, there is no enforcement of this, and in practice most conventions are not

agreed to, even if they are adhered to.

5. European labor law

The European Union (EU) has legal personality in its own right. It may enter into contracts

and defend its legal interests without intervention from any of the member states. The treaty

that underpins the EU is primarily concerned with the economic relationship between states.

From the outset, however, there has been a social dimension in the treaty. This was placed

there by the founding fathers as a 'quid pro quo' for the wealth-generating benefits of the EU

(EEC) for the corporate sector. The basic social right was the freedom of movement of labor.

Every EU national is entitled to take up and pursue employment in the territory of another

member state under the same conditions as the nationals of the host state (EU Treaty Art 1

and Regulation 1612/68). A host state may only exclude an individual where there is

evidence that their personal conduct poses a present threat to public order. They may,

however, impose conditions relating to linguistic competence where this is directly relevant

to their employment (ECJ case reference C-397/87). Since 1969 (Strauder v City of Ulm) a

'de facto' body of general human rights principles has been introduced by the European Court

of Justice (ECJ) to avoid clashes with national constutional rights when making their

decisions. More recently, the EU treaty has also incorporated the European Convention for

the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (the Convention).

Several fundamental rights have been recognized in ECJ case law - the right to a fair hearing

(C-98/79), freedom of expression (C-260/89) and the right to privacy (C-118/75). However,

when the ECJ has strayed from the Convention, problems have sometimes arisen. For

instance, in a UKcase concerning client confidentiality (C-55/790), the Court interpreted

rights by reference to UKlaw and thereby inadvertently turned their ruling into a precedent

for other member states. In several other well-publicized cases, the ECJ has also been willing

to question constitutional rights when they have been opposed to basic economic freedoms

contained in the EU treaty.

5.1 Direct Effect

This is an important phenomenon that gives individuals the power to claim rights

conferred directly by EU treaties, regulations, decisions and directives (after their

effective date) even if their member states have failed to introduce them into domestic

law (Frankovitch case) or have not implemented them correctly (Factortame case).

These rights may be claimed by an individual in relation to the state and related public
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bodies (vertical direct effect), or in relation to another individual (horizontal direct

effect) because they are also subject to the same overarching framework of EU rules.

However, the ECJ has been reluctant to rule in favour of horizontal direct effect in the

application of directives.

5.2 Indirect Effect

This requires the domestic court of an EU member state to interpret all national laws

in the light of directives, even if the law in question was not based on the directive

(Von Colson C-14/83 and Harz C-79/83). The Von Colson principle is constrained,

however, from being applied where an interpretation would 'run counter to the

legitimate expectation of individuals' in a member state by distorting the words of a

national statute (C-80/86). It is irrelevant whether a national statute was enacted

before or after a directive came into force (Marleasing C-106/89).

The changing role of the ECJ and its growing body of case law has forced continental

legal systems to break away from their tendency to codify all human activities in

order to deal with every legal contingency. Complex ECJ rulings and the operation of

direct/indirect effect procedures are forcing the courts and legal practitioners to

operate more flexibly and think laterally about issues that confront them.

Topic : Bankruptcy

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Law in Religion

 Understand Bankruptcy and Bankruptcy in the United States

Definition/Overview:

Bankruptcy: Bankruptcy is a legally declared inability or impairment of ability of an

individual or organizations to pay their creditors. Creditors may file a bankruptcy petition

against a debtor ("involuntary bankruptcy") in an effort to recoup a portion of what they are

owed. In the majority of cases, however, bankruptcy is initiated by the debtor (a "voluntary

bankruptcy" that is filed by the bankrupt individual or organization).
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Key Points:

1. Law in Religion

In the Old Testament of the Bible and Hebrew Scriptures, Moses' Laws prescribed that one

"Holy Year" or "Jubilee Year" should take place every half century, when all debts are

eliminated among Jews and all debt-slaves are freed, due to the heavenly command.

Moreover, the Hebrew (or Jewish) law of debt forgiveness can be found in the Bible at

Deuteronomy 15:12 which instructs a release of debt every seven years.

In ancient Greece, bankruptcy did not exist. If a father owed (since only locally born adult

males could be citizens, it was fathers who were legal owners of property) and he could not

pay, his entire family of wife, children and servants were forced into "debt slavery", until the

creditor recouped losses via their physical labour. Many city-states in ancient Greece limited

debt slavery to a period of five years and debt slaves had protection of life and limb, which

regular slaves did not enjoy. However, servants of the debtor could be retained beyond that

deadline by the creditor and were often forced to serve their new lord for a lifetime, usually

under significantly harsher conditions.

2. History of Bankruptcy

The word bankruptcy is formed from the ancient Latin bancus (a bench or table), and ruptus

(broken). A "bank" originally referred to a bench, which the first bankers had in the public

places, in markets, fairs, etc. on which they tolled their money, wrote their bills of exchange,

etc. Hence, when a banker failed, he broke his bank, to advertise to the public that the person

to whom the bank belonged was no longer in a condition to continue his business. As this

practice was very frequent in Italy, it is said the term bankrupt is derived from the Italian

banco rotto, broken bank. Others choose rather to deduce the word from the French banque,

"table", and route, "vestigium, trace", by metaphor from the sign left in the ground, of a table

once fastened to it and now gone. On this principle they trace the origin of bankrupts from the

ancient Roman mensarii or argentarii, who had their tabernae or mensae in certain public

places; and who, when they fled, or made off with the money that had been entrusted to them,

left only the sign or shadow of their former station behind them.

Philip II of Spain had to declare four state bankruptcies in 1557, 1560, 1575 and 1596. Spain

became the first sovereign nation in history to declare bankruptcy.

The characteristic discharge of debts was introduced to Anglo-American bankruptcy with the

statute of 4 Anne ch. 17 in 1705, where the discharge of unpayable debts was offered as a

reward to bankrupts who cooperated in the gathering of assets to pay what could be paid.
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3. Fraud

Bankruptcy fraud is a crime. While difficult to generalize across jurisdictions, common

criminal acts under bankruptcy statutes typically involve concealment of assets, concealment

or destruction of documents, conflicts of interest, fraudulent claims, false statements or

declarations, and fee fixing or redistribution arrangements. Falsifications on bankruptcy

forms often constitutes perjury. Multiple filings are not in and of themselves criminal, but

they may violate provisions of bankruptcy law. In the U.S., bankruptcy fraud statutes are

particularly focused on the mental state of particular actions.

Bankruptcy fraud should be distinguished from strategic bankruptcy, which is not a criminal

act, but may work against the filer.

4. Bankruptcy in the United States

Bankruptcy in the United States is a matter placed under Federal jurisdiction by the United

States Constitution (in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 4), which allows Congress to enact

"uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies throughout the United States." The Congress

has enacted statute law governing bankruptcy, primarily in the form of the Bankruptcy Code,

located at Title 11 of the United States Code. Federal law is amplified by state law in some

places where Federal law fails to speak or expressly defers to state law.

While bankruptcy cases are always filed in United States Bankruptcy Court (an adjunct to the

U.S. District Courts), bankruptcy cases, particularly with respect to the validity of claims and

exemptions, are often dependent upon State law. State law therefore plays a major role in

many bankruptcy cases, and it is often not possible to generalize bankruptcy law across state

lines.

4.1 Chapters

There are six types of bankruptcy under the Bankruptcy Code, located at Title 11 of

the United States Code:

 Chapter 7: basic liquidation for individuals and businesses;

 Chapter 9: municipal bankruptcy;

 Chapter 11: rehabilitation or reorganization, used primarily by business debtors, but

sometimes by individuals with substantial debts and assets;

 Chapter 12: rehabilitation for family farmers and fishermen;
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 Chapter 13: rehabilitation with a payment plan for individuals with a regular source of

income;

 Chapter 15: ancillary and other international cases.

The most common types of personal bankruptcy for individuals are Chapter 7 and

Chapter 13. (As much as 65% of allU.S.consumer bankruptcy filings are of the

Chapter 7 variety. Corporations and other business forms often file under Chapter 7

or Chapter 11. In Chapter 7, a debtor surrenders his or her non-exempt property to a

bankruptcy trustee who then liquidates the property and distributes the proceeds to the

debtor's unsecured creditors. In exchange, the debtor is entitled to a discharge of some

debt; however, the debtor will not be granted a discharge if he or she is guilty of

certain types of inappropriate behavior (e.g. concealing records relating to financial

condition) and certain debts (e.g. spousal and child support, student loans, some taxes)

will not be discharged even though the debtor is generally discharged from his or her

debt. Many individuals in financial distress own only exempt property (e.g. clothes,

household goods, an older car) and will not have to surrender any property to the

trustee. The amount of property that a debtor may exempt varies from state to state.

Chapter 7 relief is available only once in any eight year period. Generally, the rights

of secured creditors to their collateral continues even though their debt is discharged.

For example, absent some arrangement by a debtor to surrender a car or "reaffirm" a

debt, the creditor with a security interest in the debtor's car may repossess the car even

if the debt to the creditor is discharged.

In Chapter 13, the debtor retains ownership and possession of all of his or her assets,

but must devote some portion of his or her future income to repaying creditors,

generally over a period of three to five years. The amount of payment and the period

of the repayment plan depend upon a variety of factors, including the value of the

debtor's property and the amount of a debtor's income and expenses. Secured creditors

may be entitled to greater payment than unsecured creditors.

In Chapter 11, the debtor retains ownership and control of its assets and is retermed a

debtor in possession ("DIP"). The debtor in possession runs the day to day operations

of the business while creditors and the debtor work with the Bankruptcy Court in

order to negotiate and complete a plan. Upon meeting certain requirements (e.g.

fairness among creditors, priority of certain creditors) creditors are permitted to vote

on the proposed plan. If a plan is confirmed the debtor will continue to operate and
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pay its debts under the terms of the confirmed plan. If a specified majority of creditors

do not vote to confirm a plan, additional requirements may be imposed by the court in

order to confirm the plan.

Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act (BAPCPA)

The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005, Pub. L. No.

109-8, 119 Stat. 23 (April 20, 2005) ("BAPCPA"), substantially amended the

Bankruptcy Code. Many provisions of BAPCPA were forcefully advocated by

consumer lenders and were just as forcefully opposed by many consumer advocates,

bankruptcy academics, bankruptcy judges, and bankruptcy lawyers. The enactment of

BAPCPA followed nearly eight years of debate in Congress. Most of the law's

provisions became effective on October 17, 2005. Upon signing the bill, President

Bush stated:

Under the new law, Americans who have the ability to pay will be required to pay

back at least a portion of their debts. Those who fall behind their state's median

income will not be required to pay back their debts. The new law will also make it

more difficult for serial filers to abuse the most generous bankruptcy protections.

Debtors seeking to erase all debts will now have to wait eight years from their last

bankruptcy before they can file again. The law will also allow us to clamp down on

bankruptcy mills that make their money by advising abusers on how to game the

system.

Among its many changes to consumer bankruptcy law, BAPCPA enacted a

bankruptcy, which was intended to make it more difficult for a significant number of

financially distressed individual debtors whose debts are primarily consumer debts to

qualify for relief under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code. Contrary to this intention,

however, the Means Test often results in debtors more easily obtaining a discharge. If

a debtor does not qualify for relief under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code, either

because of the Means Test or because Chapter 7 does not provide a permanent

solution to delinquent payments for secured debts, such as mortgages or vehicle loans,

the debtor may still seek relief under Chapter 13 of the Code. A Chapter 13 plan often

does not require repayment to general unsecured debts, such as credit cards or medical

bills.

BAPCPA also requires individuals seeking bankruptcy relief to undertake credit

counseling with approved counseling agencies prior to filing a bankruptcy petition
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and to undertake education in personal financial management from approved agencies

prior to being granted a discharge of debts under either Chapter 7 or Chapter 13.

Some studies of the operation of the credit counseling requirement suggest that it

provides little benefit to debtors who receive the counseling because the only realistic

option for many is to seek relief under the Bankruptcy Code.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Administrative Law

Banking

Topic : Administrative Law

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the concept of Administrative Law

 Learn about Administrative law in the United States

 Understand the concept of Administrative court

Definition/Overview:

Administrative Law: Administrative law is the body of law that governs the activities of

administrative agencies of government. Government agency action can include rulemaking,

adjudication, or the enforcement of a specific regulatory agenda. Administrative law is

considered a branch of public law. As a body of law, administrative law deals with the

decision-making of administrative units of government (e.g., tribunals, boards or

commissions) that are part of a national regulatory scheme in such areas as police law,

international trade, manufacturing, the environment, taxation, broadcasting, immigration and

transport. Administrative law expanded greatly during the twentieth century, as legislative

bodies world-wide created more government agencies to regulate the increasingly complex

social, economic and political spheres of human interaction.
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Key Points:

1. Administrative law in common law countries

Generally speaking, most countries that follow the principles of common law have developed

procedures for judicial review that limit the reviewability of decisions made by administrative

law bodies. Often these procedures are coupled with legislation or other common law

doctrines that establish standards for proper rulemaking. Administrative law may also apply

to review of decisions of so-called semi-public bodies, such as non-profit corporations,

disciplinary boards, and other decision-making bodies that affect the legal rights of members

of a particular group or entity.

While administrative decision-making bodies are often controlled by larger governmental

units, their decisions could be reviewed by a court of general jurisdiction under some

principle of judicial review based upon due process (United States) or fundamental justice

(Canada). Judicial review of administrative decision, it must be noted, is different from an

appeal. When sitting in review of a decision, the Court will only look at the method in which

the decision was arrived at, whereas in appeal the correctness of the decision itself will be

under question. This difference is vital in appreciating administrative law in common law

countries.

1.1 Scope of Judicial Review

The scope of judicial review may be limited to certain questions of fairness, or

whether the administrative action is ultra vires. In terms of ultra vires actions in the

broad sense, a reviewing court may set aside an administrative decision if it is

patently unreasonable (under Canadian law), Wednesbury unreasonable (under British

law), or arbitrary and capricious (under U.S. Administrative Procedure Act and New

York Statelaw). Administrative law, as laid down by the Supreme Court of India, has

also recognized two more grounds of judicial review which were recognized but not

applied by English Courts viz. legitimate expectation and proportionality.

The powers to review administrative decisions are usually established by statute, but

were originally developed from the royal prerogative writs of English law, such as the

writ of mandamus and the writ of certiorari.

1.2Administrative law in the United States

In the United States legal system, many government agencies are organized under the

executive branch of government, rather than the judicial or legislative branches. The

departments under the control of the executive branch, and their sub-units, are often
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referred to as executive agencies. The so-called executive agencies can be

distinguished from the many important and powerful independent agencies, that are

created by statutes enacted by the U.S. Congress. Congress has also created Article I

judicial tribunals to handle some areas of administrative law.

The actions of executive agencies and independent agencies are the main focus of

American administrative law. In response to the rapid creation of new independent

agencies in the early twentieth century Congress enacted the Administrative

Procedure Act (APA) in 1946. Many of the independent agencies operate as miniature

versions of the tripartite federal government, with the authority to "legislate" ,

"adjudicate" (through administrative hearings), and to "execute" administrative goals

(through agency enforcement personnel). Because the United States Constitution sets

no limits on this tripartite authority of administrative agencies, Congress enacted the

APA to establish fair administrative law procedures to comply with the requirements

of Constitutional due process.

The dominant U.S. Supreme Court case in the field of American administrative law is

Chevron U.S.A. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984).

The American Bar Association's official journal concerning administrative law is the

Administrative Law Review.

3. Historical development

In his book, Administrative Law & Regulatory Policy (3d Ed., 1992) (Admin. Law & Reg.

Policy ), U.S. Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer divides the history of administrative law

in the United States into six discrete periods:

 English antecedents & the American experience to 1875

 1875 - 1930: the rise of regulation & the traditional model of administrative law

 The New Deal

 1945 - 1965: the Administrative Procedure Act & the maturation of the traditional model of

administrative law

 1965 - 1985: critique and transformation of the administrative process

 1985 - ?: retreat or consolidation
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4. Administrative law in civil law countries

4.1 Administrative court

Unlike most Common-law jurisdictions, the majority of civil law jurisdictions have

specialized courts or sections to deal with administrative cases which, as a rule, will

apply procedural rules specifically designed for such cases and different from that

applied in private-law proceedings, such as contract or tort claims.

Generally speaking, most countries that follow the principles of common law have

developed procedures for judicial review that limit the reviewability of decisions

made by administrative law bodies.

The powers to review administrative decisions are usually established by statute, but

were originally developed from the royal prerogative writs of English law, such as the

writ of mandamus and the writ of certiorari. In certain Common Law jurisdictions,

such as India or Pakistan, the power to pass such writs is a Constitutionally

guaranteed power. This power is seen as fundamental to the power of judicial review

and an aspect of the independent judiciary.

Topic : Banking

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Traditional Banking Activities

 Understand the Law of banking

 Get a clear understanding about Banking regulation

 Understand Politics and history

Definition/Overview:

Banking: A banker or bank is a financial institution whose primary activity is to act as a

payment agent for customers, and to borrow, lend, and, in all modern banking systems, create

money. The first modern bank was founded in Italy in Genoa in 1406, its name was Banco di

San Giorgio (Bank of St. George). Many other financial activities were added over time. For

example banks are important players in financial markets and offer financial services such as

investment funds. In some countries such as Germany, banks are the primary owners of
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industrial corporations while in other countries such as the United States banks are prohibited

from owning non-financial companies. In Japan, banks are usually the nexus of cross share

holding entity known as zaibatsu. InFrance"Bancassurance" is highly present, as most banks

offer insurance services (and now real estate services) to their clients.

Key Points:

1. Traditional Banking Activities

Banks act as payment agents by conducting checking or current accounts for customers,

paying cheques drawn by customers on the bank, and collecting cheques deposited to

customers' current accounts. Banks also enable customer payments via other payment

methods such as telegraphic transfer, EFTPOS, and ATM. Banks borrow money by accepting

funds deposited on current account, accepting term deposits and by issuing debt securities

such as banknotes and bonds. Banks lend money by making advances to customers on current

account, by making installment loans, and by investing in marketable debt securities and

other forms of lending. Banks provide almost all payment services, and a bank account is

considered indispensable by most businesses, individuals and governments. Non-banks that

provide payment services such as remittance companies are not normally considered an

adequate substitute for having a bank account.

Banks borrow most funds borrowed from households and non-financial businesses, and lend

most funds lent to households and non-financial businesses, but non-bank lenders provide a

significant and in many cases adequate substitute for bank loans, and money market funds,

cash management trusts and other non-bank financial institutions in many cases provide an

adequate substitute to banks for lending savings to. Cathay Bank in Boston's Chinatown.

Under English law, a bank is defined as a person who carries on the business of banking,

which is specified as:

 conducting current accounts for his customers

 paying cheques drawn on him, and

 collecting cheques for his customers.

In most English common law jurisdictions there is a Bills of Exchange Act that codifies the

law in relation to negotiable instruments, including cheques, and this Act contains a statutory

definition of the term banker: banker includes a body of persons, whether incorporated or not,

who carry on the business of banking' (Section 2, Interpretation). Although this definition
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seems circular, it is actually functional, because it ensures that the legal basis for bank

transactions such as cheques do not depend on how the bank is organized or regulated.

2. Banking and Common Law Countries

The definition of a bank varies from country to country. Under English common law, a

banker is defined as a person who carries on the business of banking, which is specified as:

 conducting current accounts for his customers

 paying cheques drawn on him, and

 collecting cheques for his customers.

In most English common law jurisdictions there is a Bills of Exchange Act that codifies the

law in relation to negotiable instruments, including cheques, and this Act contains a statutory

definition of the term banker: banker includes a body of persons, whether incorporated or not,

who carry on the business of banking' (Section 2, Interpretation). Although this definition

seems circular, it is actually functional, because it ensures that the legal basis for bank

transactions such as cheques do not depend on how the bank is organized or regulated.

The business of banking is in many English common law countries not defined by statute but

by common law, the definition above. In other English common law jurisdictions there are

statutory definitions of the business of banking or banking business. When looking at these

definitions it is important to keep in mind that they are defining the business of banking for

the purposes of the legislation, and not necessarily in general. In particular, most of the

definitions are from legislation that has the purposes of entry regulating and supervising

banks rather than regulating the actual business of banking. However, in many cases the

statutory definition closely mirrors the common law one. Examples of statutory definitions:

2.1 Banking Business: Banking Business means the business of receiving money on current

or deposit account, paying and collecting cheques drawn by or paid in by customers, the

making of advances to customers, and includes such other business as the Authority may

prescribe for the purposes of this Act; (Banking Act (Singapore), Section 2, Interpretation).

"Banking business" means the business of either or both of the following:

 receiving from the general public money on current, deposit, savings or other similar account

repayable on demand or within less than 3 months... or with a period of call or notice of less

than that period;
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 paying or collecting cheques drawn by or paid in by customers

Since the advent of EFTPOS (Electronic Funds Transfer at Point Of Sale), direct credit, direct

debit and internet banking, the cheque has lost its primacy in most banking systems as a

payment instrument. This has lead legal theorists to suggest that the cheque based definition

should be broadened to include financial institutions that conduct current accounts for

customers and enable customers to pay and be paid by third parties, even if they do not pay

and collect cheques.

However the commercial role of banks is wider than banking, and includes:

 issue of banknotes (promissory notes issued by a banker and payable to bearer on demand)

 processing of payments by way of telegraphic transfer, EFTPOS, internet banking or other

means

 issuing bank drafts and bank cheques

 accepting money on term deposit

 lending money by way of overdraft, installment loan or otherwise

 providing documentary and standby letters of credit, guarantees, performance bonds,

securities underwriting commitments and other forms of off balance sheet exposures

 safekeeping of documents and other items in safe deposit boxes

 currency exchange

 sale, distribution or brokerage, with or without advice, of insurance, unit trusts and similar

financial products as a 'financial supermarket'

2.2 Economic functions

The economic functions of banks include:

2.2.1 Issue of Money

Issue of money, in the form of banknotes and current accounts subject to cheque or

payment at the customer's order. These claims on banks can act as money because

they are negotiable and/or repayable on demand, and hence valued at par and

effectively transferable by mere delivery in the case of banknotes, or by drawing a

cheque, delivering it to the payee to bank or cash.
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2.2.2 Netting and Settlement of Payments

Netting and settlement of payments is defined under the Banks act both as collection

agent and paying agents for customers, and participate in inter-bank clearing and

settlement systems to collect, present, be presented with, and pay payment

instruments. This enables banks to economise on reserves held for settlement of

payments, since inward and outward payments offset each other. It also enables

payment flows between geographical areas to offset, reducing the cost of settling

payments between geographical areas.

2.2.3 Credit Intermediation

Credit Intermediation banks borrow and lend back-to-back on their own account as

middle men.

2.2.4 Credit Quality Improvement

Credit quality improvement banks lend money to ordinary commercial and personal

borrowers (ordinary credit quality), but are high quality borrowers. The improvement

comes from diversification of the bank's assets and the bank's own capital which

provides a buffer to absorb losses without defaulting on its own obligations. However,

since banknotes and deposits are generally unsecured, if the bank gets into difficulty

and pledges assets as security to try to get the funding it needs to continue to operate,

this puts the note holders and depositors in an economically subordinated position.

2.2.5 Maturity Transformation

Maturity transformation banks borrow more on demand debt and short term debt, but

provide more long term loans. Bank can do this because they can aggregate issues

(e.g. accepting deposits and issuing banknotes) and redemptions (e.g. withdrawals and

redemptions of banknotes), maintain reserves of cash, invest in marketable securities

that can be readily converted to cash if needed, and raise replacement funding as

needed from various sources (e.g. wholesale cash markets and securities markets)

because they have a high and more well known credit quality than most other

borrowers.
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3. Law of banking

Banking law is based on a contractual analysis of the relationship between the bank and

the customer. The definition of bank is given above, and the definition of customer is any

person for whom the bank agrees to conduct an account.

The law implies rights and obligations into this relationship as follows:

 The bank account balance is the financial position between the bank and the customer, when

the account is in credit, the bank owes the balance to the customer, when the account is

overdrawn, the customer owes the balance to the bank.

 The bank engages to pay the customer's cheques up to the amount standing to the credit of the

customer's account, plus any agreed overdraft limit.

 The bank may not pay from the customer's account without a mandate from the customer,

e.g. a cheque drawn by the customer.

 The bank engages to promptly collect the cheques deposited to the customer's account as the

customer's agent, and to credit the proceeds to the customer's account.

 The bank has a right to combine the customer's accounts, since each account is just an aspect

of the same credit relationship.

 The bank has a lien on cheques deposited to the customer's account, to the extent that the

customer is indebted to the bank.

 The bank must not disclose the details of the transactions going through the customer's

account unless the customer consents, there is a public duty to disclose, the bank's interests

require it, or under compulsion of law.

 The bank must not close a customer's account without reasonable notice to the customer,

because cheques are outstanding in the ordinary course of business for several days.

These implied contractual terms may be modified by express agreement between the

customer and the bank. The statutes and regulations in force in the jurisdiction may also

modify the above terms and/or create new rights, obligations or limitations relevant to the

bank-customer relationship.

4. Banking regulation

Currently in most jurisdictions commercial banks are regulated by government entities and

require a special bank license to operate. Usually the definition of the business of banking for

the purposes of regulation is extended to include acceptance of deposits, even if they are not

repayable to the customer's order, however money lending, by itself, is generally not included
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in the definition. Unlike most other regulated industries, the regulator is typically also a

participant in the market, i.e. government owned bank (a central bank). Central banks also

typically have a monopoly on the business of issuing banknotes. However, in some countries

this is not the case, e.g. in the UK the Financial Services Authority licenses banks and some

commercial banks, such as the Bank of Scotland, issue their own banknotes in competition

with the Bank of England, the UK government's central bank.

Some types of entity may be partly or wholly exempt from bank license requirements and are

regulated by separate regulators, e.g. building societies and credit unions.

The requirements for the issue of a bank license vary between jurisdictions but typically

include:

 Minimum capital

 Minimum capital ratio

 'Fit and Proper' requirements for the bank's controllers, owners, directors, and/or senior

officers

 Approval of the bank's business plan as being sufficiently prudent and plausible.

5. Politics and history

Banks have influenced economies and politics for centuries. Historically, the primary purpose

of a bank was to provide loans to trading companies. Banks provided funds to allow

businesses to purchase inventory, and collected those funds back with interest when the

goods were sold. For centuries, the banking industry only dealt with businesses, not

consumers. Commercial lending today is a very intense activity, with banks carefully

analyzing the financial condition of their business clients to determine the level of risk in

each loan transaction. Banking services have expanded to include services directed at

individuals, and risk in these much smaller transactions are pooled.

5.1 Origin of the word

The name bank derives from the Italian word banco "desk/bench", used during the

Renaissance by Florentines bankers, who used to make their transactions above a desk

covered by a green tablecloth. However, there are traces of banking activity even in

ancient times. In fact, the word traces its origins back to the Ancient Roman Empire,

where moneylenders would set up their stalls in the middle of enclosed courtyards

called macella on a long bench called a bancu, from which the words banco and bank

are derived. As a moneychanger, the merchant at the bancu did not so much invest
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money as merely convert the foreign currency into the only legal tender in Rome- that

of the Imperial Mint.

5.2 Banking channels

Banks offer many different channels to access their banking and other services:

A branch, banking centre or financial centre is a retail location where a bank or

financial institution offers a wide array of face-to-face service to its customers

ATM is a computerised telecommunications device that provides a financial

institution's customers a method of financial transactions in a public space without

the need for a human clerk or bank teller. Most banks now have more ATMs than

branches, and ATMs are providing a wider range of services to a wider range of

users. For example in Hong Kong, most ATMs enable anyone to deposit cash to

any customer of the bank's account by feeding in the notes and entering the

account number to be credited. Also, most ATMs enable card holders from other

banks to get their account balance and withdraw cash, even if the card is issued by

a foreign bank.

Mail is part of the postal system which itself is a system wherein written documents

typically enclosed in envelopes, and also small packages containing other matter,

are delivered to destinations around the world. This can be used to deposit

cheques and to send orders to the bank to pay money to third parties. Banks also

normally use mail to deliver periodic account statements to customers.

Telephone banking is a service provided by a financial institution which allows its

customers to perform transactions over the telephone. This normally includes bill

payments for bills from major billers (e.g. for electricity).

Online banking is a term used for performing transactions, payments etc. over the

Internet through a bank, credit union or building society's secure website
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